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Abstract  The Terminator  (1984）and Aliens (1986) directed by James Cameron were grand in 
conception and fascinated audiences. Both movies depicted capable career minded women, 
possessing a loving maternal side. Thus, these movies gave the audience interpretations of 
competent women juggling career and family in the 1980s. In contrast, previous heroines were 
characterized as much more feminine than necessary and they were not treated as equals to 
men in the workplace. Such contradictions in depicting each heroine makes women viewers 
feel insecure about their place in society. This paper examines why such contradictions appear 
in Cameron’s movies. Cameron may have tried to appeal to women viewers, showing his 
feminists views. He, however, unconsciously revealed his desire to keep women from 
participating in social and political activities. He portrays his heroines as the sexual objects of 
men’s desires. In order to discuss Cameron’s contradiction, this paper examines Sigmund 
Freud’s theory of repression and symptom formation.  It then discusses if Cameron may have 





The Terminator  (1984）、Aliens (1986)、Terminator 2: 









Mulhall によれば、『ターミネーター』は、主人公 Sarah 





✝愛知工業大学 基礎教育センター 非常勤講師 
が肯定的に描かれている（58）。また『エイリアン２』に
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込められていると Penley は見る（125）。また Carla 
Freccero によれば、中産階級のリベラルで専門職につい







































Its most obvious cultural precedent lies at the heart of 
Christianity, in the Holy Family. There, too, we have a 
single male offspring, whose impending birth is announced 
by a guardian angel, whose initials are J.C. and whose 
destiny is tobe the saviour of the human race; and given 
that this child’s divinity anticipates in the Trinitarian 
structure of the Christian God, we can say that he (John 
Connor), too, creates his own family and authors his own 
birth. . . this may rather indicate that Kyle’ as the merely 
surrogate father of this family, in this respect resembles the 
Holy Family’s surrogate father, Joseph. . . Cameron’s 
representation of Sarah as the family’s mother seems quite 
strikingly to reproduce the combination of apparent 
centrality but ultimate marginality typically thought to 












































ジェームズ・キャメロンが描く男性の視点―Terminator （1984）と Aliens（1986）を中心にして 
 




































She (Ripley) is a macho hero, and her bonding with Hicks 
turns out to resemble more of a brotherhood than a 
marriage, though the nuclear family does, nevertheless, get 
reconstructed through mutual and equal admiration 
between “husband” and “wife”: there is the joke about the 
tracking bracelet that Hicks gives to Ripley as a mock gift, 
which seems to poke fun at heterosexual bonding 
arrangements. Ripley, in turn, gives the bracelet to Newt, 











































On the other hand, he is given his first sight of Sarah in that 
photograph, and hence Sarah herself, by John; and the final 
scene of the film reveals that the photograph captures her 
expression just as she is thinking of Kyle himself, and of 
and of their one night of love. In other word, he sees the 
consummation of their love in here yes, and hence see 
himself as already beloved by her (and thereby sees the 
possibility of refusal of non-reciprocation, and hence the 
removal of Sarah’s autonomy, her otherness); and he also 
sees his beloved son, already alive within her. In short hat 
he sees in this photograph is not primarily Sarah but 
himself and his offspring; he sees in her the consummation 
of a narcissistic fantasy of male sexual potency, of 
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Burke. It was. . . He (Burke) figured that he could get an 
alien back through quarantine. If one of us was 
impregnated. Whatever you call it. And then frozen for the 
trip home. Nobody would know about the embryos we 










































































ジェームズ・キャメロンが描く男性の視点―Terminator （1984）と Aliens（1986）を中心にして 
 




Directed not outward toward the constituted world, but 
away from it, the death drive aims at the past, at a time 
before the subject found itself where it is now, imbedded in 
time and moving toward death. What, if anything, does this 
backward trajectory, this flight from the constituted world 
and biological death, discover? It will surprise many to 
learn that Freud does not answer this question negatively 
by designating the nothing of death or destruction as the 
actual terminal point of drive, but argues instead that drive 
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